Camkay Capital Management LLC, based in Scottsdale, Arizona, was formed in 2008 by Gary D. Hart. Since inception, the CTA’s primary business is to provide capital appreciation to institutional and retail client accounts by managing their accounts pursuant to the CTA’s trading programs. Through its trading programs, Camkay Capital Management LLC, engages predominantly in trading long or short positions in stock index futures using proprietary computer generated systematic signals.

The Stock Indices Short-Term program attempts to take advantage of short-term inefficiencies in the stock index futures markets by using multiple independent intra-day and swing trading models. Trades are generated with proprietary computer generated signals. The average holding period for the swing trading models is five trading days, but can be as short as one day and as long as twenty days.

The intra-day strategies are primarily trend following in nature and utilize market volatility. The swing trading strategies are primarily counter-trend in nature, with some incorporating fundamental data as well. This combination of time frames and model types is designed with the intention of providing consistent returns during any market environment.

The material contained herein does not constitute an offer to purchase a security or to invest in a managed futures product. Such offers are made only by a sponsor’s disclosure document and trading authorization agreement (which contains detailed description of risk factors). There are material risks associated with the ownership of investments. Investments are suitable for qualified eligible persons only. Past performance is not indicative of future performance. Please consult your own financial, legal, due diligence and tax counsel before making an investment in this product.